
 

DEI Leadership Summit 

Crucial Conversations Breakout Room Notes 

The notes below represent a combined summary of the three breakout discussions  

grouped together by common themes. 

Question #1: How are you fostering a community of engagement and creating a safe space? 

Question #2: How do you engage white, male veterans and members of the LGBTQ community? 

Question #3: How do you bring forward individuals with disabilities? 

 

ERGs: Employee Resource Groups are foundational  

- Created employee resource groups to match underrepresented communities 

- Company runs about 8-9 ERG groups with a lead coordinator 

- Use slack, social media, and events to invite everyone into the conversations 

- Example groups: Black Gen X, LGBTQ and Veteran 

- Self-Run and very inclusive. Bi-weekly report outs from the leads to the entire company of what 

is happening in these groups 

- ERG leaders and members are putting in extra work 

- Discussed the ongoing question about “Do we compensate people working in ERG’s?” 

- How do we reward and support ERG leaders? 

- Important to understand that employee resource groups & business resource groups are open 

to everyone  

Surveys 

- Employee engagement surveys feedback don’t reflect verbal conversations, figuring out how to 

approach demonstrating a need for change when survey feedback doesn’t support that change 

- Use surveys to see how many have disabilities 

- Use of anonymous surveys to get a pulse of company around DE&I 

Book Clubs 

- Created a book club with books centered on DEI subject 

- Recommend the book: The Fearless Organization by Amy C. Edmondson (Professor at Harvard 

for Business Development who has done a lot of research on how diversity drives innovation & 

uses the premise of ‘psychological safety’ as the foundation.)   

- A book suggested for education, book clubs, etc. Blindspot: Hidden Biases of Good People by 

Mahzarin R. Banaji, and Anthony C. Greenwald. 

Hiring 

- Do we hire for the immediate where there is a white male ready to step in versus looking at long 

term to create a diverse staff? 



- Challenges around job postings, making sure the language is inclusive 

- Created data reports to support a diversity culture to board and management 

Culture  

- Have networking groups to build into company culture 

- Culture is key, made use of broad culture surveys to improve the unhealthy culture and to 

pointedly tackle specific parts to gage information from groups that feel they don’t have a 

voice/previously not speaking out 

o Implemented an action plan after the survey 

- Concern around psychological safety to gain honest feedback 

o Some removed themselves completely from the feedback gathering process to 

encourage honesty and psychological safety 

Listening Sessions/Town Hall Forum 

- Listening sessions to create a safe space where every voice can be heard has been successful 

- Hold regularly scheduled conversations where it is made clear that no punishment or 

penalizations will occur for information/opinions shared during these times 

o Clear action items have come out of these conversations 

o Trust takes time especially around psychological safety and that voices are being 

listened to, but once that was established conversations have been fruitful and 

productive  

o Permission to call on everyone, moderate those dominating the conversation 

o Full organization and occasionally broke out into functional groups when necessary 

- Use of professional moderators 

- Promoting & talking openly through trainings & coffee/lunch sessions to train leadership team & 

managers around psychological safety.   

- Promoting an environment for all employees, no matter their background, to have 

conversations & contributions, to bring up conflict in an open fashion so they can work towards 

positive outcomes for the team, for diverse people at the table & to help drive innovation.   

- Provided a forum where colleagues could share what they wanted to learn, especially within the 

last year.   

o Discovered a lot of comments about what employees DIDN’T want to see including 

performative acts, things that ‘check a box’, things investors expect you to be doing, 

etc., but that really don’t talk to the heart of the employees, the people who are in the 

workplace experiencing these things (racism, sexism, for example).  

- Created broader town hall sessions (those who felt safe enough to speak up, did), as well as 

smaller groups, smaller sessions/safe spaces where people could voice how they are feeling 

(esp. about social injustice issues from last year), what they were doing about it, help they 

needed to process it all.   

o Proud of the leadership who started as sitting in the discomfort of listening to what 

started off as a LOT of negative feedback.  They’ve turned that around to being brave 

enough to do something about it.   

- Use of grant money to implement seminars, trainings and focus groups 



- Company leadership working with investors who provided an excellent seminar for their 

portfolio companies which led to a companywide discussion. Opened the door to gather 

thoughts/input from the team and received lots of candid feedback about it from this meeting:  

o Education around the importance of recruiting diverse talent, & especially the inclusion 

piece & economic diversity piece.   

Challenges companies are facing 

- How do we make sure all voices are heard (80% doesn’t represent 100%)? 

- Encountering confusion on ‘why’ we’re focused just on DE&I, just focus on the business 

o confusion due to lack of knowledge  

o confusion due to bias knowledge (from outside media, FB, Insta…) = hesitancy or at least 

misnomers.   

- Discussion around tracking and reporting “diversity numbers” with mixed response 

o Number of employees don’t want to be ‘counted’  

- Holding everyone accountable to sharing 

- Going beyond awareness into action, realizing we must sit in and move through discomfort, but 

that we must move if we are to make real progress that has real impact on the lives of our 

colleagues 

- Safe space/Brave space - how we go about developing that and making it work 

Getting Started 

- Celebrating Heritage Month (in terms of inclusion & diversity) 

- Important to take first steps: i.e.  first LinkedIn post about Pride month…  

- Create different monthly activities, IDE week in October, guest speakers for different 

perspectives 

Trainings 

- New employees receive training beyond the normal harassment prevention & training educates 

(like pronoun preference & why a person might have that) and gets in microaggressions and 

how they can be construed harassment, etc.   

- Unconscious bias learning program & have leveraged Franklin Covey for content. 

- DE&I education & training components are rolled out company wide.   

- All about having an open dialogue & responding quickly to any social justice issues & making 

sure all voices are heard.   

  

 


